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Where the water is too deep to cross
and the mountains lay weeping
where the summer sun is always dawn
the hidden truth is sleeping
where the wind blows the dripping trees
and starlight fills the sea
where darkness hides its sulking face
I call you here to me
where good and evil are both defined
and all must chose a side
where the river of life is raging
and I'm swept into the tide
where the winds' are screaming
“flip the page”
And all die young
so to clear the stage
where demons dance jigs
around good hearted men
and we’re fighting the tide
we’re drowning in sin,
where the banks erode
and the canyons crumble
where mountains fall
and turn to rubble
where the suns’ so bright
it blinds the night
and the cowards run
and heroes fight
it was heaven’s grief
that caused hell’s rule
you knew what was coming
and still played the fool
so when kingdoms end
and soldiers fall
when heroes flee
you’ll watch it all
behind your mask of sadness
and beyond the veil of tears
you’ll be smiling profoundly
’cause you’ve waited for years
to exact your revenge
on good hearted men
It was with you it started
and with you it must end
you’ll leave no one alive
you’ll spare not a soul
‘cause when evils this bad
it takes a toll
I’ll wait by the river
under the stars
and watch the world bleeding
as we give it new scars